Abstract-High dynamic range (HDR) image synthesis from multiple low dynamic range (LDR) exposures continues to be actively researched. The extension to HDR video synthesis is a topic of significant current interest due to potential cost benefits. For HDR video, a stiff practical challenge presents itself in the form of accurate correspondence estimation of objects between video frames. In particular, loss of data resulting from poor exposures and varying intensity make conventional optical flow methods highly inaccurate. We avoid exact correspondence estimation by proposing a statistical approach via maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation, and under appropriate statistical assumptions and choice of priors and models, we reduce it to an optimization problem of solving for the foreground and background of the target frame. We obtain the background through rank minimization and estimate the foreground via a novel multiscale adaptive kernel regression technique, which implicitly captures local structure and temporal motion by solving an unconstrained optimization problem. Extensive experimental results on both real and synthetic datasets demonstrate that our algorithm is more capable of delivering high-quality HDR videos than current state-of-the-art methods, under both subjective and objective assessments. Furthermore, a thorough complexity analysis reveals that our algorithm achieves better complexityperformance trade-off than conventional methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H IGH dynamic range (HDR) images, with several orders higher dynamic range than conventional low dynamic range (LDR) images, are capable of faithfully carrying full information of natural scenes [1] . This advantage has brought HDR imaging into a wide range of application areas, including game and movie industries [1] . However, digital imaging devices designed for directly capturing HDR images are generally prohibitively expensive to be employed in practical applications [2] - [4] . An alternative approach is to merge multiple images of the same scene taken with varying exposure times [5] . However, directly merging multiple LDR frames is prone to bringing in ghosting artifacts. Therefore, to address such an issue, a lot of ghost-free HDR imaging techniques have been proposed [6] - [9] . For a comprehensive survey on this literature, we refer the readers to [1] , [10] .
Similar to HDR image synthesis, HDR video synthesis has also become an active research topic, as there is a growing demand for HDR videos. The transition from HDR imaging Y. Li and V. Monga are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, 16802 USA (e-mails: yul200@psu.edu and vmonga@engr.psu.edu).
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(a) (b) Fig. 1 . A simple extension of the state-of-the-art HDR imaging algorithm [7] to HDR video synthesis fails to produce high-quality HDR frames. (a) The original LDR frame, (b) HDR frame synthesized by Hu et al. ' s HDR imaging algorithm [7] . Video result available at https://youtu.be/K MkSxMURXo.
to HDR video seems straightforward. Instead of capturing multiple images of the same scene with varying exposures, one can alternate the exposure times between successive frames, and then synthesize several consecutive frames together repeatedly on a frame basis to form an HDR video [11] . However, despite the popularity of HDR imaging, only a limited number of algorithms have been proposed to synthesize HDR videos through the aforementioned approach. Although we may apply the existing ghost-free HDR imaging techniques to HDR video synthesis through the sliding window approach, such a simple extension fails to provide high-quality HDR video frames. Fig. 1 shows such an example, in which the state-of-the-art ghost-free HDR imaging algorithm [7] suffers from visually objectionable artifacts. The major challenge in HDR video synthesis is to establish accurate correspondences between successive frames with different exposures. Specifically, the violation of the constant intensity assumption made typically by optical flow methods [12] , [13] together with the presence of under-exposed or saturated regions imposes great challenges on the computation of optical flow. Moreover, since the input LDR video frames are typically taken with two to three different exposure times, unlike the case in HDR image synthesis where multiple exposure times are allowed, content loss due to under-exposure or saturation is even more severe. As a consequence, direct application of ghost-free HDR image synthesis techniques to HDR video usually yields poor results. Due to the aforementioned challenges, a vast majority of research on HDR video focuses on hardware-based approaches [3] , [4] , [14] . However, these methods need specially designed devices and are typically prohibitively expensive. Therefore, software-based approaches via synthesis of alternatively exposed LDR frames still have their merits, as they only require conventional cameras. Recent work has focused on addressing HDR video synthesis challenges at an algorithmic level. In [11] , Kang et al. compensated the exposure differences between frames by adjusting their exposures through the camera response function, and then applied conventional optical flow techniques to estimate correspondences. However, their method relies heavily on the accuracy of the optical flow estimation, and it usually fails when complex motions exist. To increase the robustness of optical flow, Mangiat and Gibson [15] developed a block-based motion estimation technique instead of the conventional gradient-based ones [12] , [16] . They further alleviated registration errors by post-processing with a modified bilateral filter, called HDR filter [17] , and applied it to large scale security and surveillance [18] . In [19] , Kalantari et al. composed optical flow based registration with patch-based synthesis [6] to handle complex motions. In their method, temporal coherency is enhanced by optical flow, while incorrect correspondences are corrected by patch-based synthesis. Although their algorithm usually provides highquality HDR video sequences, they may distort moving objects and introduce color artifacts.
Motivations and Contributions: The stiff challenge in HDR video synthesis is in the exact correspondence estimation between input frames taken with different exposures. To address the challenge, we avoid the correspondence estimation by formulating HDR video synthesis statistically as a MAP estimation problem, which subsequently reduces to an optimization problem that implicitly captures motion information. Specifically, each video frame is separated into a static background and a sparse foreground, which can be synthesized via rank minimization and multiscale adaptive kernel regression, respectively. Compared with conventional approaches, our algorithm for the first time introduces MAP estimation approach, as well as kernel regression method into the literature of HDR video synthesis. We call it MAP-HDR. Further, we improve kernel regression to make it locally adaptable in handling motion and dealing with missing (saturated/dark) samples by solving an unconstrained optimization problem. Our major contributions in this work are summarized as follows. 1 1) A novel MAP estimation framework: We develop, for the first time, a MAP estimation framework for HDR image and video synthesis. It can be shown that many existing techniques in [8] , [9] can be regarded as specific instances of this framework. Furthermore, based on reasonable statistical assumptions and appropriate choice of statistical models, we can reduce the general MAP estimation framework towards a specific optimization problem, whose solution provides synthesized HDR video frames. 2) Multiscale adaptive kernel regression approach: We develop a novel multiscale adaptive kernel regression approach. In this work, we apply it to the synthesis of foreground radiance data, as part of our MAP-HDR 1 Preliminary results of this work have been presented in part in [20] . In this paper, we provide more thorough theoretical derivation of the MAP estimation problem and develop a new kernel regression method for accurate correspondence estimation. Furthermore, more comprehensive experiments are included, including objective quality assessment and complexity analysis.
algorithm. Its effectiveness in accurate HDR data estimation is demonstrated through extensive experiments. 3) Experimental validation and insight: We evaluate the merits of the MAP-HDR algorithm on both real-world and synthetic datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is capable of producing high-quality artifact-free HDR videos both under subjective and objective assessments, particularly in the face of complex motion when many state-of-the-art methods fail. 4) Complexity analysis: We carry out a thorough complexity analysis over the MAP-HDR algorithm as well as the state-of-the-art HDR video synthesis methods. Our algorithm turns out to be of comparable complexity with state-of-the-art methods, while providing higherquality results. Thus, our algorithm achieves a better complexity-performance trade-off. 5) Reproducibility: All the datasets and the MATLAB code for producing the experimental results in this paper are publicly available online on our project website.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a succinct review of various kernel regression techniques. Section III describes the general formulation of HDR video synthesis through MAP estimation and develops a novel multiscale adaptive kernel regression approach to estimate foreground data. Section IV discusses implementation details of the proposed MAP-HDR algorithm. Section V shows the effectiveness of the MAP-HDR algorithm by comparison against several state-of-the-art methods both subjectively and objectively, and a computational complexity analysis is provided. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES OF KERNEL REGRESSION
For the sake of completeness, we briefly review the classical kernel regression (CKR) and its variants in [21] , [22] , on which the proposed algorithm is based. CKR refers to the technique of minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation of regression function through local polynomial approximation. Suppose that we aim to estimate the regression relationship z(·) between a set of data samples {y i ∈ R} P i=1 and their
Assuming that z(·) is smooth, by the Taylor's formula, we can approximately expand it locally as a polynomial around some point x near the sample location x i , i.e.,
where ∇z and H(z) denote the gradient and Hessian of z(·) at x, respectively. By parametrizing its polynomial expansion, the estimation of z(·) can be simplified as the following weighted linear least square problem:
where K h (·) is the kernel function for imposing weights on each squared error term. Its parameter h is called bandwidth, which controls the extent of smoothing. A commonly used kernel function is the Gaussian kernel, given by
In [21] , Takeda et al. developed an iterative steering kernel regression (ISKR) scheme in 2D and showed that it can be successfully applied to various image processing applications, including denoising, interpolation, and super-resolution. Further, in [22] , it was shown that state-of-the-art performance can be achieved in video super-resolution by generalizing ISKR to 3D, called 3D ISKR. The major advantage of ISKR over CKR is that the kernel function K(·) of ISKR is data-adaptive, i.e., it has the following form:
where H i is called the steering matrix. At each sample location, the steering matrix is estimated from the structure tensor matrix [23] with some modifications on its singular values to avoid singularity and flatten its directionality, which would otherwise be too strong. By substituting K h (·) in (3) with K Hi (·) and solving the weighted least square problem, we can obtain the optimal coefficients β, given by
where y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y P ]
T is the data sample vector, and
is the diagonal weighting matrix with K Hi (x i − x) on the diagonal. For video processing, the data samples are collected from a local spatial-temporal 3D block, and typically the center of the block is the target pixel to be estimated. Also, X, called design matrix, is given by
where vech(·) denotes the half-vectorization operator of the lower-triangular portion of a symmetric matrix [21] .
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM (MAP-HDR)

A. Image Acquisition Model
We first present an image acquisition model, on which the MAP-HDR algorithm is based. The charge collected by a sensor equals the product of the irradiance value a and the exposure time ∆t. Then, the resulting exposure value (a∆t) is corrupted by Gaussian random noise n. Finally, the pixel intensity value z is obtained by the camera response function g(·) [5] , a nonlinear mapping from the exposure value to the pixel intensity value. Fig. 2 depicts this physical process; more formally, this process can be expressed by For a well-exposed pixel, the camera response function is invertible at its radiance level. Then, the conditional probability density of z given the knowledge of a is given by
where σ n and Φ denote the standard deviation of n and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard Gaussian distribution, respectively, and a = g −1 (z)/∆t is the estimated irradiance value.
Suppose we are given N consecutive frames, taken with alternating exposures, i.e., long and short. Each frame consists of K pixels. We separate each frame into foreground and background regions. To this end, we first define a binary matrix S ∈ {0, 1} K×N that supports foreground regions as
Then, we develop a probabilistic model of S based on the assumption that the interactions of a given pixel with all the others are wholly described by its neighbors, i.e., it satisfies the Markov property. Then, we model S as a Markov random field (MRF) to exploit the spatial interactive relationship among pixels. In this work, we employ the Ising model [24] , which is known to be simple yet effective in modeling interactions between neighboring pixels [25] . Specifically, the probability density function (PDF), which can be regarded as the prior probability of S, is given by
where V and E denote the sets of vertices and edges of the graphical representation of S, respectively, and w ij and λ i are the edge interaction costs and vertex weights. Also, s i ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to the i-th pixel in S.
B. MAP Estimation-based HDR Video Synthesis
We make two assumptions on the input videos. First, scene information is included in either of alternating (exposure) frames. Second, global camera motions as well as local object motions between adjacent frames are bounded, i.e., they can be reasonably but not arbitrarily large.
Based on these assumptions, we formulate HDR video synthesis as a MAP estimation problem based on the probabilistic model in (11) .
denote the observation matrix of a scene, where each I k is the observed irradiance map of the k-th frame obtained by the camera response function [5] . As mentioned earlier, we separate each frame into foreground and background regions to consider object motions between input frames. Let F and B denote matrices of the inherent foreground and background irradiance, respectively. Then, the irradiance matrix A for the synthesized HDR video can be obtained by
where P S (Y) denotes the sampling operator defined by
Note, however, that the foreground and background regions F and B, respectively, and the foreground support S are unknown in (12) . Therefore, we estimate B, F, and S given the observation D. Specifically, let f (S, B, F|D) denote the joint probability of S, B, and F given D. Then, we formulate the estimation of S, B, and F as the following MAP estimation problem:
For simplicity, we assume Lambertian surfaces, where all irradiance maps are normalized by subtracting its minimum value and dividing by its range. Then, we can make following two independence assumptions. First, the irradiance values depend only on the properties of the objects, and thus the irradiance values of the foreground objects and the background scenes are statistically independent, i.e.,
where Y = D, A. Second, we assume that the irradiance at each pixel is independent of S, provided that we know whether it belongs to foreground or background. In other words,
Then, based on the statistical assumptions in (14)- (16), we can rewrite the estimation problem in (13) as
The detailed derivation of (17) is provided in Appendix A. First, recall that D is the observation of A with noise. Thus, from the observation model in (9) with the Gaussian noise, we can approximate the first term in (17) 
where Ω denotes the support of well-exposed background, given by
is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Here, M ij = 1 if a pixel intensity Z ij satisfies Z th < Z ij < Z max − Z th , where Z th and Z max are the threshold value and maximum pixel intensity, respectively, and M ij = 0 otherwise. Note that we use Ω instead of S c . This is based on the observation that the derivations in (9) holds only for well-exposed pixels and ill-exposed pixels are invalid, since they are constant independent of B.
Second, considering that the background scene is static, we regard f (B) as a low-rank prior of the background scene matrix. More specifically, f (B) = 1 C exp(−α B * ) with a normalization constant C, where B * = k σ k (B) denotes the nuclear norm, and σ k (B) is the k-th largest singular value of B. Note that the low-rank prior plays a role similar to the Laplacian prior in the structured sparsity model [26] . In addition, as discussed in Section III-A, the last term log f (S) in (17) is given by (11) .
Third, we choose a conditional Gaussian distribution for
Note that E corresponds to the MMSE estimator of F given D. Also, we choose a Laplacian prior for
where d i and s i are the elements of D and S, respectively. Note that, since s i is binary, an improper choice of the prior would result in an intractable combinatorial optimization problem [27] .
Then, under these simplifications, we reformulate the MAP estimation in (17) as the following optimization problem:
where W is the weighting matrix that accounts for the interactions between neighboring pixels, and α, β, γ > 0 are constant parameters to control the relative importance between each term. Notice that, in (18) , for any fixed S, we can obtain P S ( F) = P S ( E). Thus, F can be considered independent of other terms, and we can separate the optimization in (18) into two subproblems, i.e., ( S, B) = arg min
and
A solution to the subproblem in (19) can be obtained by the rank minimization for HDR deghosting [8] . Then, it remains to find E P S (F)|P S (D) . In this work, we propose to employ kernel regression [21] , which is a widely-used MMSE approach. In [22] , kernel regression has been proven to be effective in implicitly capturing motion information and interpolating missing pixels, thus rendering high-quality video results. Let us now describe how to extend the standard kernel regression [21] to deal with HDR data.
C. Locally Adaptive Kernel Regression via Optimization
Since HDR video synthesis can be regarded as a video reconstruction problem, i.e., recovery of data in saturated or under-exposed regions, kernel regression is a natural choice to be considered. However, direct application of kernel regression techniques, including the classical ones and their variants, to HDR video synthesis may fail to generate high-quality videos, for the following reasons: 1) HDR data are usually noisy and grainy after exposure adjustment, which degrades the performance of kernel regression. Specifically, reliable estimation of the steering matrices in such regions is generally difficult. 2) Some regions in HDR frames may be missing due to saturation or under-exposure. The polynomial approximation of kernel regression may fail to represent underlying data faithfully in such regions, especially where a significant portion of pixels are missing. 3) HDR data varies significantly in intensity values, and even after exposure adjustment the intensity differences between frames may still be significant, making the data in different frames biased. We develop a locally adaptive kernel regression method to address the aforementioned issues for HDR video synthesis. Firstly, to address 1), we impose a radiometric weight ν i for pixel i, defined by ν i = φ i ω i , where φ i assigns lower weights to less properly exposed pixels as depicted in Fig. 3 . For the center pixel index c to be estimated, ω i is defined as
with σ = κ(1 − w c ) for some positive constant κ and x + := max{x, 0}. When the center pixel is saturated, ω i encourages fitting towards higher values, but towards lower values when the center pixel is under-exposed.
Then, we reformulate the weighted least square problem in (3) as
where y is the data sample vector, and
is the weighting matrix. Note that the Tikhonov regularization term β 2 2 is added in (22) to prevent overfitting, and ε > 0 is the regularization parameter to control its effect. Then, the optimal coefficients can be obtained as a closed-form solution to (22) , given by
In addition, we note that the computation of the structure tensor matrix is intractable in practice. Therefore, instead of explicitly computing the structure tensor matrix and using it to obtain the steering matrix, we determine it implicitly by minimizing the estimation error. More specifically, we try to find H that minimizes the weighted least squares error
Since the covariance matrix must be symmetric positive definite (SPD), if we directly solve for it, a SPD constraint has to be imposed that is hard to deal with. Thus, we represent the inverse of steering matrix using its Cholesky factorization instead, given by
where R ∈ R
3×3
is some upper triangular matrix. In addition to removing the SPD constraint, using this representation can also bring down the dimensionality of the problem since R is upper triangular. However, simply minimizing (24) may cause overfitting. In particular, R may tends to either 0 or infinity. In the former case, the kernel would be highly spread out, making the estimate undesirably blurred, while in the latter case, the obtained Gaussian kernel would be highly concentrated around x, making the estimate strongly biased towards z(x). To prevent the former case, we use the unnormalized Gaussian kernel exp − (24) would effectively elongate and rotate the covariance matrix H along the local edge directions. As mentioned in Section II, this is the major characteristics of the steering matrix, the one we aim to estimate.
Secondly, we address 2) by modifying the polynomial fitting model in (3) as
where t = Z th when the reference frame is of lower exposure, and t = Z max −Z th otherwise. Accordingly, the following cost term is added to (22)
The cost term in (27) discourages H from steering towards dark pixels when the center pixel is saturated and toward bright pixels when the center pixel is under-exposed. Finally, to address 3), we apply kernel regression to boosted [11] and Gamma-adjusted pixel values that are of less variations than the irradiance values. We extrapolate it when applying the camera response function to avoid data truncation.
Combining all the terms, we can formulate the estimation of the steering matrix as the following optimization problem:
where Λ R := diag{K H (x i −x)(1−ν i )}, ε and λ are positive regularization parameters, and 1 ∈ R P is the vector containing all ones. Here, we explicitly put the subscript R to indicate the dependence on R, i.e., Λ, Λ, K, and β are functions of R. As ε or λ gets increased, the data becomes more smooth in general, as they play a role similar to that of bandwidth selection in CKR. However, the performance of our algorithm is less sensitive to the choice of ε and λ compared with the sensitivity of bandwith selection in CKR.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Performance and Speed Improvements
Note that the cost function in (28) is smooth but nonconvex. Therefore, to solve the optimization, we employ the BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [28] - [31] , which is well-known for its fast convergence rate and robustness. In addition, we determine the gradient of (28) analytically via matrix calculus techniques, instead of approximating it numerically through finite differences. This can greatly speedup the optimization process, since significantly fewer matrix multiplications and inversions are required. Specifically, let C denote the cost function in (28) , then, in Appendix B, we derive its gradient, which is given by
where
and y i are estimates of y i obtained by solving (22) . Also, UT {·} denotes the operator to extract the upper triangular part of a matrix.
In [22] , second order polynomial model is employed both in spatial and temporal axes, and five to seven consecutive frames were shown to be helpful in preserving the details. However, in HDR video synthesis, usually only two to three frames are available. In this scenario, a second order polynomial has high risk of introducing large oscillations, producing visually noticeable artifacts. Therefore, we limit the order of polynomial to one (linear) in our implementation.
B. Pyramidal Framework for Handling Large Motions
As kernel regression is performed on a small local block, it may fail to find correct correspondences for large motion, degrading the synthesis performance by introducing ghosting artifacts. To address such a limitation, we propose a pyramidal implementation of the aforementioned kernel regression method. Specifically, we first build an L-level Gaussian pyramid of the input frame, indexed from coarse to fine. At the l-th level, we first obtain an estimation of the reference frame. We apply the proposed locally adaptive kernel regression algorithm to obtain the foreground part, while filling in the background part with the scaled down version of the background matrix B, obtained by solving (19) . Then, we compute the motion fields among the estimated 
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end if 23: end for Output: I r reference frame and its original neighboring frames using optical flow [13] , [33] , [34] . After the estimation process, exposure differences can be effectively alleviated, and hence motion estimation becomes reliable. We then scale up to the (l + 1)th level and warp the neighboring frames towards the reference one using the previously obtained motion fields. On the finest level, we synthesize the warped irradiance frames using the aforementioned technique. Finally, to lower down the number of iterations in solving (28), we initialize all H's at the top level with identity matrices, which corresponds to CKR, and H's in (l+1)th level with those propagated from lth level. This strategy usually brings the initial H's closer to the optimal points, providing faster convergence. The overall flowchart of the proposed pyramidal implementation is depicted in Fig. 4 Putting all the pieces together, our HDR video synthesis algorithm for synthesizing one HDR frame can be summarized in Algorithm 1. We use Pyr(X) to denote the pyramidal decomposition of X and X p to denote one pixel of image X at location p, X l to denote the scaled-down version of X in the lth level, and ME(I 1 , I 2 ) to denote motion estimation between frame I 1 and I 2 . Also, r is the reference index, I r , I r−1 , and I r+1 denote the reference frame, its previous and next frames, respectively, and W u (I) denotes the warping operator on I using motion field u. 
Each pixel Fig. 4 . The flowchart of multiscale kernel regression. We demonstrate its intermediate steps using one sample taken from the ParkingLot dataset. [32] [19] , and WavingHands [19] . These test videos cover various scenarios, including large camera and/or object motions, significant overand/or under-exposures. For the Fire, ThrowingTowel and WavingHands datasets, the alternating frames are available, while ground-truth radiance data for all the others exists. We therefore generate the alternating frames of those sequences from the original data by simulating the image acquisition procedure, i.e., by alternating the exposure times using the camera response function to obtain LDR frames. Specifically, we use the camera response function from [19] , and set exposure times so that the majority of the scenes are properly exposed in either the short or long exposure. The exposure times for each video are listed in Table I . In all experiments, α in (18) , and λ in (28) , and ε in (23) are fixed to 0.5, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively. The parameters β and γ in (18) are set online at each iteration, i.e., automatically updated at each iteration. Specifically, β is set to 0.5σ 2 , whereσ is the standard deviation of elements in P S c k (D − B k ), and γ = β. For Students, however, as the intensity variations are small, we set β to be 0.01σ 2 and γ = 0.005β. We vary pyramidal level L from 2 to 4 according to the magnitudes of object motions to ensure a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy in correspondences. We define the weighting matrix W in (18) as
We set w s = 0. [36] with the optimal parameter settings to provide the best overall visual quality. To print the synthesized HDR frames, we use the photographic tonemapping technique [37] in all the experiments with the same parameter settings as in [19] .
A. Subjective Video Quality Assessment
Fig . 5 shows the 4-8th frames of the Fire sequence and the results synthesized by each algorithm. Kang et al.'s algorithm [11] in the second row provides artifacts inside the flames. This is because of its mechanism of compositing the unidirectionally warped frames with bidirectionally warped frames, which may have inconsistent content under misregistration scenarios. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm [17] in the third row performs better than Kang et al.'s, but it still produces artifacts in the flame, as a consequence of mis-registration. For example, it severely blurs the facade of the fireplace of 5th and 7th frames, since its HDR filtering may produce blurred results in the case of mis-registration. Kalantari et al.'s algorithm [19] in the fourth row preserves the shape of flames but introduces color artifacts due to the failure of correspondences estimation. On the contrary, the MAP-HDR algorithm in the fifth row most faithfully renders the video frames with only mild artifacts, which are not even noticeable in the resulting videos. [19] . The magnified parts of the 8th frame are shown in the last row algorithm maintains most of the original content. However, when a frame has rich saturation, severe artifacts around edges are brought in from bidirectionally warped frames, especially in cases of mis-registrations. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm alleviates the artifacts via HDR filtering at the cost of blurring artifacts, e.g., on the facets of the buildings in the 4th and 6th frames. Kalantari et al.'s method distorts the edges of buildings, and also distorts the color in the facet of the bridge. In contrast, we can see that the MAP-HDR algorithm produces higher-quality HDR frames without noticeable artifacts.
Figs. 7-9 compare magnified parts of the results on the Hallway2, ParkingLot, and Students sequences, respectively. In Fig. 7 , Kang et al.'s method [11] does not noticeably distort the objects in the 146th frame, while it blends the tower in the 142th frame. Moreover, it introduces noticeable color artifacts. This is because of mis-registration in the bidirectionally warped frames and color inconsistencies in the unidirectionally warped frames. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm [17] and Kalantari et al.'s algorithm [19] both introduce visible artifacts. In particular, they both distort the tower of the building. This is due to the failure of optical flow in saturated regions. In the original LDR frames with long exposures, the tower belongs to saturated regions, and optical flow fails to accurately estimate its correspondences. Therefore, both Mangiat and Gibson's and Kalantari et al.'s algorithms fail to provide high-quality frames, since they both rely on the accuracy of optical flow. In contrast, the MAP-HDR algorithm well preserves the original shape of the tower due to the robustness of the proposed kernel regression scheme discussed in Section III-C.
In Fig. 8 , Kang et al.'s algorithm preserves the shape of the van but introduces severe color artifacts in the front of the van because of the inconsistencies between bidirectionally warped frames and unidirectionally warped ones. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm provides ghosting artifacts near the tail of the van and erodes the text on the van in the 51th frame due to mis-registration. Kalantari et al.'s algorithm distorts the shape of the van, since its patch-based search fails to fill the saturated region faithfully with content from neighboring frames. In comparison, the MAP-HDR algorithm yields HDR frames without object distortions or ghosting artifacts, while its mild blurring effect is generally unnoticeable in the resulting video. Fig. 9 compares the synthesized results on the Students sequence, which contains large object motions. Kang et al.'s algorithm [11] provides severe artifacts, e.g., white pixels on a student's body. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm [17] yields clearly visible blurring artifacts, especially around students' legs and feet, where there are complex and large object motions. Kalantari et al.'s algorithm [19] distorts the shape of the moving objects, e.g., the students' legs in the 11th frame are shrunk. Moreover, these distortions result in temporal incoherences. 3 In contrast, the MAP-HDR algorithm produces higher-quality results with significantly less artifact both spatially and temporally by employing the multiscale locally adaptive kernel regression.
While our method can do well in a wide variety of scenarios, there is a breaking point in terms of the amount of motion permissible between frames. Fig. 10 shows two such examples for the ThrowingTowel and WavingHands sequences [19] , respectively. For both sequences, Kang et al.'s algorithm and MAP-HDR in Figs. 10(b) and (e), respectively, produce ghosting artifacts. Because of large displacements, even after pyramidal decomposition, some corresponding pixels cannot be brought into a common local block, and thus neither optical flow nor kernel regression can find correct correspondences. Mangiat et al.'s algorithm in Fig. 10 (c) provides significant amounts of artifacts, e.g., on the moving arm and the towel in ThrowingTowel and the waving hands in WavingHands, due to the limitation of optical flow in handling large motions. On the other hand, Kalantari et al.'s algorithm in Fig. 10(d) produces the least amount of artifacts. This is because their algorithm 3 Please see the resulting videos in the supplementary material as well as on our project website.
employs the PatchMatch algorithm [38] that is capable of handling huge displacements. By far, Kalantari et al.'s algorithm is the only one capable of generating high-quality videos in presence of huge motions, while our algorithm performs the best for reasonably large motions. However, notice that the proposed MAP-HDR requires substantially lower computational complexity than Kalantari et al.'s algorithm as will be discussed in Section V-C.
B. Objective Video Quality Assessment
In addition to the subjective evaluation, we compare the MAP-HDR algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithms using five objective quality metrics: dynamic range independent video quality metric (DRIVQM) [39] , logPSNR, perceptually uniform extension to PSNR (puPSNR) [40] , high dynamic range-visible difference predictor (HDR-VDP) [41] , [42] , and high dynamic range-visual quality metric (HDR-VQM) [43] . DRIVQM for each frame estimates the probability that the differences between two frames are to be noticed by a careful viewer in each local region. The logPSNR and puPSNR metrics are extensions of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) by taking into account the nonlinear perception of the human visual system to real-world luminance. HDR-VDP estimates the probability at which an average human observer will detect differences between the reference and the query images. In this work, we use the Q correlate of its version 2.2.1 [42] . HDR-VQM predicts the reconstruction quality of the HDR videos using perceptually uniform encoding, sub-band decomposition, short-and long-term spatiotemporal pooling, and the color information of the frames. Note that only DRIVQM and HDR-VQM are dedicated to HDR video quality assessment, whereas the others are developed for still images. Also, because these metrics require the original HDR data as reference, we evaluate the performance only on Bridge2, Hallway2, ParkingLot, and Students. [19] (top row) and the 16th frame of the WavingHands sequence [19] (bottom row).
Hallway2
Bridge2 ParkingLot Students (a) Kang et al. [11] (b) Mangiat and Gibson [17] (c) Kalantari et al. [19] (d) MAP-HDR 25% 50% 75% 95%
(e) Fig. 11 . DRIVQM assessment on the 140th frame of Hallway2 (top row), the 10th frame of Bridge2 (second row), the 65th frame of ParkingLot (third row), and the 21st frame of Students (bottom row). The colormap depicts the predicted visible differences, i.e., the estimated probability shown in (e), that an observer would notice the differences between the synthesized frames and the references.
in Fig. 11 (a) provides severe visible differences, especially on the Bridge2 and Students sequences, since it composes parts of two different frames together. Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm in Fig. 11 (b) produces visible differences throughout the frames on the Hallway2, ParkingLot, and Studnets sequences, since its HDR filtering severely blurs the whole frame. Kalantari et al.'s algorithm in Fig. 11 (c) produces much lower visible differences on the Hallway2 and Brigde2 sequences but poor results on the ParkingLot and Students sequences. On the contrary, we can see that the MAP-HDR algorithm in Fig. 11(d) produces high-quality video results with significantly fewer visible differences than all state-ofthe-art algorithms. Table II quantitatively compares the reconstruction performance of the MAP-HDR algorithm with those of the state-ofthe-art algorithms over four test sequences. For each metric on each sequence, the highest scores that indicate the best results are bold-faced. First, logPSNR and puPSNR measure the quality of pixel value reconstruction. Since the proposed MAP-HDR effectively captures motion information via the multiscale adaptive kernel regression algorithm, it provides the highest or close to highest scores on all the test videos in terms of logPSNR and puPSNR, except that it provides the third highest scores on Students. Second, HDR-VDP and HDR-VQM estimate perceptual differences between two videos. On Bridge2, Hallway2, and ParkingLot, the proposed MAP-HDR provides the best performance in terms of both HDR-VDP and HDR-VQM, except for Bridge2 where it provides the third highest HDR-VDP score. We notice that the Students video contains a local regions with extremely high dynamic range of irradiance values, and fitting data with large variations is an inherent limitation of polynomial regression. Therefore, the MAP-HDR provides lower scores on the Students video, although it provides the best visual quality as shown in Fig. 9 . Nevertheless, MAP-HDR achieves comparable scores with other algorithms. To summarize, capturing both local structure and temporal motion by solving optimization problems effectively, the proposed MAP-HDR provides overall high-quality videos in these quality metrics.
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
We analyze the computational complexity of synthesizing HDR videos with an N -pixel frame. For Kang et al.'s algorithm [11] , gradient calculation and image warping via linear interpolation are linear in complexity, which is much lower than other parts of the algorithm, and we hereafter omit their contributions. The critical part of Kang et al.'s algorithm is hierarchical computation of Lucas-Kanade optical flow [12] , which has a complexity of O(P 2 N ), where P × P is the window size for computing the local structure tensor matrix. Thus, the complexity of Kang et al.'s algorithm is O(P 2 N ). Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm [17] involves two critical parts: block-based motion estimation and HDR filtering. The former has a complexity of O(P 2 N ) [44] , where P × P is the block size for block matching. The latter has the same complexity as bilateral filtering, i.e., O(P 2 N ). Thus, Mangiat and Gibson's algorithm has an overall complexity of O(P 2 N ). We compute the complexity of Kalantari et al.'s algorithm [19] by dividing it into three steps as follows. [38] iteratively for the correspondence estimation. Since PatchMatch has a complexity of O(P 2 N log N ) [38] for P × P patches, the complexity of this step is also O(P 2 N log N ). 3) HDR video reconstruction: This is an iterative procedure, and each iteration consists of two steps, i.e., SearchVote and AlphaBlend. In the SearchVote procedure, PatchMatch is executed to find correspondences between reference frame and neighboring frames, which is of O(P 2 N log N ) complexity, while AlphaBlend merges aligned frames together, which is of O(N ) complexity. Overall, the complexity is
, where J REC is the number of outer iterations.
Therefore, the complexity of Kalantari et al.'s algorithm is O(J REC P 2 N log N + J SOR N ). The MAP-HDR algorithm consists of two stages: matrix completion for computing the background parts and kernel regression for computing the foreground parts. The first stage turns out to be of O(J O J M C N ) complexity, where J M C and J O denote the number of iterations in the matrix completion step [45] and the number of outer loops, respectively. Thanks to the low-rank property of the background matrix (the rank is at most 3), the QR decomposition procedure becomes trivial as noted in [45] , and hence the complexity of each iteration is linear in N . The critical step of the second stage is the BFGS optimization in (28) , whose critical step is in turn the computation of J in (29) , which is of complexity O(M 2 P 2 ), where M and P are the number of parameters for kernel regression and the width of local sample block, respectively. Therefore, the second stage is of complexity O(N f J BFGS M 2 P 2 ), where N f and J BFGS denote the number of foreground pixels and the number of iterations in the BFGS optimization step, respectively. In addition, the optical flow estimation [13] We summarize the complete complexities in Table III N , and J MAX typically varies from several hundreds to a thousand. Because our algorithm produces better results than competing methods in most (but not all) cases, it achieves a better complexity-performance trade-off.
VI. CONCLUSION
We develop a MAP estimation-based approach to HDR video synthesis from a series of LDR frames taken with alternating exposure times. By choosing physically meaningful priors, e.g., low-rank background and the Ising model, the MAP estimation can be reduced to a tractable optimization problem, the solution to which provides aligned background regions as well as foreground irradiance that implicitly captures motion information. To capture motion information of the foreground regions, we further develop a multiscale adaptive kernel regression algorithm. Finally, HDR frame synthesis simply follows by combining the foreground with the background. Experimental results on challenging video sequences demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm in obtaining high-quality HDR video sequences. Some of the important directions for future work are to incorporate more accurate noise models, such as those mentioned in [46] , [47] , and to extend the framework towards handling very large object and camera motion as in [19] .
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATION IN (17) Since S is the support of F, by the Bayes formula, the posterior probability f (S, B, F|D) = 
Taking the logarithm of both sides of (31) yields log f (S, B, F|D) = log f (P S c (D), B)
+ log f (P S (F), P S (D)) + log f (S) = log f (P S c (D)|B) + log f (B)
+ log f (P S (F), P S (D)) + log f (S). we obtain (17).
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF THE GRADIENT ∇C IN (29)
To illustrate, we consider each term in (28) separately as Next, by the chain rule [48] , we can obtain
where A, B := tr(A T B) denotes the Frobenius inner product of two matrices A and B. Similarly, fork i ,
T , dR .
Thus,
Also, we can derive dC 2 and dC 3 as dC 2 = −2R i,j β i k j T ij (y j − y j )(x j − x)(x j − x) T , dR and dC 3 = 2R, dR , respectively. Since dC = dC 1 + λdC 2 + µdC 3 , and since R is upper triangular, so is dR; and ∇C is thus given by (29) .
